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WASHINGTON: With dust from the California mas-
sacre barely settled, the killings are sharpening the US
political divide over gun control and spurring attacks
on President Barack Obama’s counter-terrorism strate-
gy. As Obama prepared to address the nation on his
plans to keep Americans safe and defeat IS,
Republican foes lined up on the Sunday talk shows to
attack his leadership. In the wake of Wednesday’s
attacks by a young Muslim couple believed to have
embraced radical ideology, Republican presidential
contenders slammed the president for pushing stricter
gun laws while failing to tackle the threat from Islamic
extremism head-on.

Republican presidential frontrunner Donald Trump
said Obama’s refusal to designate “radical Islam” as the
enemy was a roadblock. “We are having a tremendous

problem with radical Islamic terrorism,” Trump said on
CBS’s “Face the Nation” program which aired Sunday.
“And we have a president that won’t issue the term. He
won’t talk about it.” “Until he admits that this is a prob-
lem, we’re never gonna solve the problem.” The billion-
aire presidential hopeful stands accused of whipping
up xenophobia in the wake of the Paris attacks, includ-
ing by calling for the creation of a Muslim registry, and
insisting “thousands” of Muslims in New Jersey
cheered on 9/11, a claim that has been widely
debunked.

Tashfeen Malik, 29, and Syed Farook, 28 — a mar-
ried Muslim couple with a baby girl and no known
history of radicalism-gunned down 14 people at a
social services center in San Bernardino, before
dying in a shootout with police. While it has not

claimed the assault, the Islamic State group hailed
the couple as “soldiers” of  i ts  self-proclaimed
caliphate. In his CBS interview Trump said that politi-
cal correctness should not prevent the “profiling” of
Muslims perceived as a threat. “If you have people
coming out of mosques with hatred and with death
in their eyes and on their minds, we’re going to have
to do something,” Trump said.

‘Fight for Western civilization’ 
Asked about Obama’s avoidance of the term “radi-

cal Islam,” Democratic presidential frontrunner Hillary
Clinton cast her support strongly behind the presi-
dent. “The problem is, that sounds like we’re declaring
a war against religion. That’s number one, wrong” she
told ABC’s “This Week.” But Clinton distanced herself

from the Obama administration’s strategy on IS, saying
that “clearly we have to have a much more robust air
campaign against ISIS targets.”

In the Republican camp, meanwhile, presidential
candidates painted the administration’s strategy on IS
as deeply flawed. “The left has a hard time recognizing
what this is, this a fight for Western civilization” said
establishment candidate Jeb Bush, whose campaign
has struggled to get off the ground. “The president has
created directives from the White House that create all
sort of bureaucratic challenges for air strikes,” Bush
told ABC’s “This Week.” He criticized what he said was a
large percentage of sorties that “came back without
dropping their ordnances because there was such a
concern about making sure there were not civilian
casualties.” —AFP

Political knives out after California attack

CARACAS: Venezuela’s jubilant opposition vowed yesterday to
drag the oil-rich country out of its economic crisis and free politi-
cal prisoners after winning control of congress from socialist
President Nicolas Maduro. But analysts warned political uncer-
tainty and possible struggles lie ahead as the MUD coalition, with
its moral figurehead Lilian Tintori, seeks to push its advantage
against the mustachioed president whose side has been in power
for 16 years.

Despite his fiery campaign rhetoric, Maduro promptly conced-
ed defeat in Sunday’s legislative election and called for “coexis-
tence” between the opposition and his PSUV party, which lost
control of the National Assembly for the first time since 1999. That
seemed aimed at calming tensions after warnings of a repeat of

last year’s deadly riots that left 43 people dead. The boiling ten-
sion of the past weeks of campaigning subsided into caution as
Tintori and senior MUD leader Jesus Torrealba vowed their side
did not want “revenge” or violence. “We have an immense respon-
sibility,” Torrealba said in an interview broadcast online.

His mostly center-right coalition won at least 99 of the 167
seats in the assembly, the state electoral authority said, with 46
for the PSUV. “What happened yesterday was an electoral tsuna-
mi, but a vote of confidence is one thing and a blank cheque is
something else,” Torrealba added. He said the MUD now had to
“reinvent” itself to “deal with the crisis”. Tintori, the activist and
wife of jailed opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez, appeared smil-
ing in world newspapers Monday as she celebrated with support-
ers. “I will not rest until all political prisoners are freed,” she said.
“This is a historic day for Venezuela.”

International powers who have lobbied for change in
Venezuela hailed the result. US Secretary of State John Kerry said
it showed an “overwhelming desire for a change” in Venezuela. EU
foreign affairs chief Federica Mogherini called it a “vote for
change” and a call for “constructive political efforts to address
together the challenges ahead.” Cuban President Raul Castro con-
soled Maduro, the successor of Cuba’s old ally Hugo Chavez who
launched Venezuela’s socialist “revolution” in 1998 in the spirit of
independence hero Simon Bolivar.

“I am certain that new victories will come to the Bolivarian
Revolution,” Castro wrote in Cuban state newspaper Granma.
Some political analysts wonder whether Sunday’s result could be
part of a broader rightward political shift in Latin America.
Argentines last month voted out their leftist president Cristina
Kirchner and Brazilian leader Dilma Rousseff’s leadership is in cri-
sis. Reassured by Sunday’s peaceful election, Argentina’s conser-
vative president-elect Mauricio Macri dropped his earlier threat to
try to have Venezuela suspended from the Mercosur trade bloc.

Hit by falling prices for the oil exports on which it relies, the
country of 30 million is in an economic crisis, with shortages of
basic foods and supplies. Analyst Luis Vicente Leon, president of
pollster Datanalisis, called the vote result “a big punishment vote”
for Maduro’s economic management. It was unclear, however, how
far the MUD will be able to push its advantage in the National
Assembly to force a change of course or even to get rid of Maduro,
who vowed to push on with his socialist programs. —AFP

Shift in Venezuela as 
opposition wins vote

Obama’s terrorism
speech - key quotes 

WASHINGTON: President Barack Obama sought on Sunday to
calm a nation put on edge by the California shootings, in a rare
address to the nation on the threat posed by the Islamic State
group.  Here are the most memorable quotes from Obama’s
address from the Oval Office, his third since coming to power: 

We will destroy IS
“I know that after so much war, many Americans are asking

whether we are confronted by a cancer that has no immediate
cure.” “The threat from terrorism is real, but we will overcome it.” “We
will destroy ISIL and any other organization that tries to harm us....
Our military will continue to hunt down terrorist plotters in any
country where it is necessary.”

Act of terror
The young Muslim couple who mounted the California attack

“had gone down the dark path of radicalization, embracing a per-
verted interpretation of Islam that calls for war against America and
the West.” “They had stockpiled assault weapons, ammunition, and
pipe bombs. So this was an act of terrorism.”

No broader conspiracy
“So far, we have no evidence that the killers were directed by a

terrorist organization overseas or that they were part of a broader
conspiracy here at home.”

No war with Islam
“ISIL does not speak for Islam. They are thugs and killers. Part of

a cult of death.” “We cannot turn against one another by letting this
fight be defined as a war between America and Islam. That, too, is
what groups like ISIL want.  “If we’re to succeed in defeating terror-
ism, we must enlist Muslim communities as some of our strongest
allies rather than push them away through suspicion and hate.”

Muslims must tackle extremism 
“An extremist ideology has spread within some Muslim commu-

nities. It’s a real problem that Muslims must confront without
excuse.  “Muslim leaders here and around the globe have to contin-
ue working with us to decisively and unequivocally reject the hate-
ful ideology that groups like ISIL and Al-Qaeda promote; to speak
out against not just acts of violence, but also those interpretations
of Islam that are incompatible with the values of religious tolerance,
mutual respect, and human dignity.”

Fight discrimination
“Just as it is the responsibility of Muslims around the world to

root out misguided ideas that lead to radicalization, it is the respon-
sibility of all Americans, of every faith, to reject discrimination. “It is
our responsibility to reject religious tests on who we admit into this
country. It’s our responsibility to reject proposals that Muslim-
Americans should somehow be treated differently.... That kind of
divisiveness, that betrayal of our values plays into the hands of
groups like ISIL.”

Urges gun control 
“Congress should act to make sure no one on a no-fly list is able

to buy a gun. What could possibly be the argument for allowing a
terrorist suspect to buy a semiautomatic weapon? This is a matter
of national security.  “We also need to make it harder for people to
buy powerful assault weapons like the ones that were used in San
Bernardino.”

Enlists high-tech 
The strategy against IS “is designed and supported by our mili-

tary commanders and counterterrorism experts together with 65
countries that have joined an American-led coalition.” “We con-
stantly examine our strategy to determine within additional steps
are needed to get the job done... And that’s why I will urge high-
tech and law enforcement leaders to make it harder for terrorists to
use technology to escape from justice.”

Rules out ground war 
“We should not be drawn once more into a long and costly

ground in Iraq and Syria. That’s what groups like ISIL want. “They
know they can’t defeat us on the battlefield ... but they also know
that if we occupy foreign lands, they can maintain insurgencies for
years, killing thousands of our troops and draining our resources,
and using our presence to draw new recruits.” — AFP 

CARACAS: Opposition leaders celebrate after knowing the results of the legislative election at the Democratic
Unity Movement (MUD) party headquarters early yesterday. — AFP 


